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This note answers a question raised by McDiarmid and Welsh [l] concerning 
Huffman codes. We shall show that, although not every compact code is 
Huffman, there is a very natural equivalence relation between codes upto which 
all compact codes are Huffman and hence every compact code is essentially 
Huffman. 
The notation used throughout will have W = {w,, . . . , w,} the sourcewords of 
a source Y with respective nonzero probabilities p(w,), . . . , p(w,). Codes are 
over an alphabet JZ = (1, 2, . . . , D} and % is the set of codewords under a code 
f. 
It is easy to find compact codes which are not Huffman. 
Example. Let a source have words w, , w,, w, and w, with respective probabilities 
A 3 , To> J ’ and 3. Encoding over _Z = (0, l}, since the first step of Huffman’s 
algorithm is to combine words w, and w, (those two of least probability), in any 
Huffman code w, and w, (those two of least probability), in any Huffman code w, 
and w, can only differ in the last digit of their codewords. But wl+ 00, wZ--f 10, 
w3+ 01, w4+ 11 is also compact and this is not Huffman. 
Now define an equivalence between codes as follows: We say that if f, g are 
two codes for a given source, then f and g are equivalent, denoted by f =g, if 
If(w)1 = Ig(w)l for all sourcewords w. 
Our main result is the following. 
Theorem. Zf f is compact for the source .Y, 3g, a Huffman code for 9, s. t. f = g. 
Before proving the theorem we need two lemmas, both for the case when the 
number of sourcewords it > D. In this case it is convenient to write n = 
D + a(D - 1) + b, where a and b are nonnegative integers, with 1 s b s D - 1. 
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Lemma 1. For any compact f there exists a set of b + 1 words, say T E W, such 
that 
(9 At) s p(w), 
(4 If (t)l 2 If (w)l, 
for all t E T, w E W\T. 
Proof. Take T,(G W) to be a set of b + 1 words of least probabilities. Then 
condition (i) is satisfied for Tl. Now if there exist words t E T,, w $ T,, s.t. 
If WI < If (w)l th en, as f is compact p(t)ap(w). But by choice of T,, p(t) s 
p(w)+‘p(t)=p(w). So T,= (T,\(t)) U { > . w 1s a so a set of b + 1 words of least 1 
probabilities. Continue thus until a set T is obtained for which (ii) is also satisfied, 
(because W is finite T is well-defined). q 
Lemma 2. If T is a set as in Lemma 1, then all codewords in f (T) are of the same 
length. 
Proof. Let r be the minimum length of all codewords in f(T). Suppose there 
exists y E 9’ with lyl > r, then by the conditions on T all codewords in .Y\f (T) 
have length 6r, so f-‘(y) E T. But ITI = b + 1 SD, hence by compactness 
ly) = r + 1. 
Let k be the number of sourcewords t of T with If (t)l = r and assume for a 
contradiction, that k < ITI = b + 1. So there exists a codeword of length r + 1. 
But since there are at least two codewords of maximum length in a compact 
code, there are at least two codewords of length r + 1 hence k < ITI - 1 = b. 
Now let m be the minimum length of all codewords in 92. 
Since f is compact and has codewords of length r + 1, any string of symbols of 
length a, m s a s r is either prefixed by a codeword, used as a codeword or 
prefixes a longer codeword (otherwise we could replace a codeword of length 
r + 1 with this string and reduce the average length of the code). 
For each j, m <j c r, let aj be the number of strings of j symbols used as 
prefixes to longer codewords (noting all codewords longer than r are in f(T), 
there are less than D of these and so all can be prefixed by one string of length r. 
Indeed if more than one string of length r prefixed these then we could recode 
them all to be of length r + 1 using a single prefix and thus release a string of 
length r to shorten the code. So, as f is compact, a, = 1). 
Notice aj prefixes allow at most ajD strings of (j + 1) symbols for use as 
codewords or prefixes. 
Hence if Cj is the number of codewords in Ce of length j, m 6 j c r then 
= (D” -a,) + (a,D -a,+,) + (a,+,D -a,+,) +. . * + (a,-4 -a,) 
= (D” -a,) + (a,D -a,) + (a,+,D - a,+J +. . * + (a,-$ -4-d 
= (D” - 1) + a,(D - 1) + . . . + a,_,(D - 1). 
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Hence (D - 1) 1 Q, and Q = D + a(D - 1) + k - 1 by assumption, thus 
(D - 1) ) (D - 1) + a(D - 1) + k 3 (D - 1) ) k. 
But 1 G k =s b - 1 G D -2. This is a contradiction, and hence k = ITI, and all 
codewords in f(T) are of length r. 0 
Now we can prove the main theorem, 
Proof of Theorem. We use induction on II. 
II G D. Trivially true as all codewords are single symbols. 
n > D. Write n = D + a(D - 1) + b as above, we may assume the theorem is 
true for any compact code on any source of less than n words. Consider 
Huffman’s algorithm. Firstly (D - 1) - b dummy words of zero probability are 
introduced and then the algorithm picks a set of D least probable words which 
will include these dummy words. Pick T by Lemma 1. Then T, together with the 
dummy words, forms such a set--call it A. By Lemma 2, all codewords in f(T) 
are of length r and since b + 1 G D, we can find a code f’ = f such that 
f’(T) = {xl, x2, . . . , x(b + 1)) ( w h ere x is a string of r - 1 symbols). 
Suppose w.1.o.g. that T={ws+l,~s+2 ,..., w,,} where s=n-b-Len-2. 
Then the first step of Huffman’s algorithm combines these D words in A to get a 
new source 9” with words { wi, . . . , w,, w’} where w’ is the combined word, so 
that p(w’) =p(ws+i) + . . . +p(wn). Now let f” be the code for 9” defined by, 
f”(W;)=f’(Wi)j 16isS, 
f”(w’) =x. 
fN is trivially instantaneous. But if f” is not optimal then f’ is not optimal (an 
optimal code extended to Y similarly has average word length < (f ‘)) so f” is 
optimal. However Y’ has s + 1 G IZ - 1 words, so by the induction hypothesis 
there is a Huffman code h for Y’ with h = f”. Now extend h to a Huffman code g 
for 9 by Huffman’s algorithm, 
g(Y) = h(y), lGi<S, 
g(~~+~) = h(w’)j, 16j c b + 1. 
So g is a Huffman code for 9’. 
It is easy to see that g = f, which completes the proof. 0 
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